A pressurizable neutron-sensitive multi-wire proportional chamber has been constructed to test the effect of increased gas density on image resolution. The chamber has dimensions of 25 cm x 25 cm and is pressurizable to 4 atm. With a single-plate converter the thermal-neutron detection efficiency was 6.3% for gadolinium and 2.3% for boron-10. For a four-fold increase in chamber pressure the overall resolution improved more than a factor of two for boron, but relatively little for gadolinium. The effects of cathode biasing is also discussed.
INTRODUCTI ON
Earlier work on neutron imagingl,2 using a multiwire proportional chamber in conjunction with a neutron converter showed that the spatial resolution obtainable was limited by the track length of the conversion products in the chamber gas. Conversion product track length limited the resolution of a boron-10 converter to approximately 2.5 millimeters and appeared to make gadolinium, the preferred converter for photographic thermal neutron radiographic imaging, altogether unsuitable. Characteristics of these two converters are shown in Table 1 . Gadolinium has the largest thermal neutron capture cross section of any naturally occurring element providing extremely high efficiency and high source definition. The maximum range of its film sensitizing capture products in photographic emulsion is less than 50 lim leading to the observed high resolution. The variation with pressure is a measure of the chamber's n-y discrimination and not the quality of the thermal neutron beam from the reactor). The n-y discrimination decrease with pressure is due both to the increase in the macroscopic cross section for garmma rays and to the increase in the effective track length and therefore the signal size from photo-andcompton electrons. 
DISCUSSION
Pressurizing the neutron sensitive wire chamber to 4 atm improves the resolution, but not by the hoped for factor of four. The Gd converter, although having almost three times the efficiency of boron, could not approach the boron resolution. In a solid detector (i.e. photographic emulsion) the ranges of the boron and gadolinium reaction products are both negligibly small and the ultimate resolution is determined by the source (i. e. converter) thickness; hence the superiority of Gd in photographic radiography. Here the predominant determinant of resolution is the range of the reaction products in the gas, and the resolution characteristics are reversed. Where reaction product ranges in the chamber gas are long compared to the cathode-converter spacing, applying a negative bias to the cathode improves resolution, but at the expense of decreased efficiency. As the range of the reaction products decreases one would expect a positive bias to give significant improvement in resolution and efficiency, however this limiting condition is not reached event with lOB at 4 atm.
A collimating converter such as is used in a positron camera might offer more image sharpening characteristics. It is planned to investigate the performance of such a collimator and its effects on n-y discrimination, efficiency, and resolution.
